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1.    Cornelian scarab carved with frolicking Satyrs 
       Greek, Archaic period, c. 525 BC 

2.    Gold and rock crystal tabernacle jewel in the form of  a lantern 
       Mexican, late 16th century 

3.    Diamond set Royal portrait pendants 
       English, mid 17th century 

4.    Agate bust of  a Muse set with a Roman intaglio 
       Italian, c.1600 

5.    Gold, enamel and rock crystal Royalist pendant for King Charles I (c.1600-1649) 
       English, second half  of  the 17th century 

6.    Renaissance gold & enamel crucifix pendant 
       Spanish, late 16th century 

7.    Enamelled gold slide set with a coral cameo of  Christ 
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8.    Sardonyx cameo ring with a profile of  Hercules 
       Italian, late 18th century 

9.    Micromosaic plaque symbolising the temple of  love 
       Rome, late 18th century 

10.    Chalcedony intaglio of  the Muse, Erato by Giovanni Pichler 
         Italian, second half  of  the 18th century 

11.    Micromosaic plaque with a Goldfinch upon a branch 
         Rome, late 18th century 

12.    Agate cameo ring carved with the bust of  a Julio-Claudian Prince 
         Italian, late 18th century 
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A cornelian scarab carved with frolicking Satyrs 

The small beetle is carved with an intaglio of  three naked Satyrs embarking upon 
sexual exploits within a woodland scene. Each hoofed figure is highly aroused, the 
central figure bent over and playing double pipes whilst looking over his shoulders. 
The scarab un-drilled.  

Greek, Archaic period, c. 525 BC 

Measures 1.4 x 1.1 x 0.7cm 

Provenance; 
Giorgio Sangiorgi (1886-1965), Rome, acquired and brought to Switzerland, late 
1930s; thence by continuous descent to the previous owner 

Comparative literature; 
Boardman J & Wagner C, Masterpieces in Miniature: Engraved Gems from 
Prehistory to the Present, London, 2018, p29, catalogue no. 22
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A gold and rock crystal tabernacle jewel in the form of a 
lantern 

The small jewel is composed of  exquisitely enamelled gold mounts, containing 
a hollowed piece of  rock crystal and framed by two laterally placed baluster 
columns. The faceted rock crystal is hollowed out and contains minute carved 
scenes of  Christ’s passion, including; Christ receiving the crown of  thorns, 
bearing the cross, Saint Veronica with her veil and the Crucifixion. Losses of  
enamel throughout commensurate with its age. 

Mexican, late 16th century 

Measures 3.3 x 1.6cm 

For a similar example, see;  
The Metropolitan Museum, Accession Number: 17.190.886 

Other examples can be found in the;  
The British Museum, Accession Numbers: WB.182, WB.183, AF.2864 and 
AF.2864 
  
Comparative Literature; 
P Lesley, Renaissance Jewels and Jewelled Objects, from the Melvin Gutman 
Collection, The Baltimore Museum of  Art, 1968, p 63 
Wardropper I, Renaissance Jewelry, in the Alsdorf  Collection, The Art Institute 
of  Chicago, 2000, p79
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A pair of diamond set Royal portrait pendants featuring King 
James I and Henry Frederick, Prince of Wales 

By followers of  Nicholas Hilliard and Isaac Oliver 

The first of  King James I (c.1566-1625), after the c.1614 miniature by Nicholas 
Hilliard (c.1547-1619) in The Royal Collection Trust, inventory no. RCIN 
420053. 

The second of  Henry Frederick, Prince of  Wales (c.1594-1612), after the 
c.1612 miniature by Isaac Oliver (c.1565-1617) in The Royal Collection Trust, 
inventory no. RCIN 420946. 

Both are set in extensively pierced silver and gold pendant frames set with table 
cut diamonds in foiled backs. 

Middle of  the 17th century 

Each measures 3.5 x 2.7cm
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An agate bust of a Muse set with a Roman intaglio 

The beauty of  the cornelian was not lost on the sculptor, who utilised the 
deep orange of  the stone for the face of  the goddess, gently transitioning to the 
white vein within the stone for her veil. The bust is reminiscent of  the work of  
the renown Miseroni workshop, a Milanese family of  lapidaries active 
throughout the courts of  Europe during the 16th and 17th centuries. The small 
bust is mounted in silver and gold and set with old cushion and rose cut 
diamonds. The base is set with a nicolo intaglio of  a seated warrior, dating to 
the 1st - 2nd century AD. 

Italian, c.1600 

Measures 4.7cm high (excluding loose pendant loop) 

For a comparable portrait of  a lady, which also utilises a similar vein of  agate 
see: Kunsthistorisches Museum Wien, inventory no. Antikensammlung, XII 
800 

A similar bust also mounted as a seal was sold by Sotheby’s, London, Old 
Master Sculpture & Early Jewels, 7th December 2021, Lot 33
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A gold, enamel and rock crystal Royalist pendant for King 
Charles I (c.1600-1649) 

This rare pendant, made for a royalist supporter of  the Martyr King following 
his execution, comprises of  white and black enamel on pierced gold elements 
set with Dutch rose cut rock crystals, foil backed and made to imitate 
diamonds. The central element depicts a posthumous enamel portrait of  
Charles I, based on the central head of  the King from the triple portrait of  the 
Monarch (c.1635) by Anthony Van Dyck (c.1599-1641), in the Royal collection 
(RCIN 404420). The reverse of  the portrait bears the initials of  the King 
‘C(harles) R(ex)’, beneath a crown and encircled by laurels. 

The pendant is presented within an 18th century shagreen box, refitted in the 
early 20th century, to house the current ensemble of  associated jewels. The 
accompanying jewels are a silver gilt, enamel and diamond toothpick in the 
form of  a hand holding a ring, dating to the early 17th century and a silver gilt 
and enamel model of  a Royal sceptre. As typical for such jewels there are old 
damages and small losses to both metalwork and enamel, with historic 
retouching. 

Many similar enamels of  Charles I, were produced for distribution to followers 
of  the Royalist movement during the years of  1649 – 60. Most were set into 
rings or lockets bearing the royal cipher with a form of  memorial inscription. 
Following the execution of  Charles I on 30 January 1649 by the 
Commonwealth, Royalist jewellery was immediately produced. Locks of  the 
King's hair, painted miniatures and Royalist symbols were set into rings, lockets 
and pendants and worn as a sign of  allegiance to the Royalist cause. Although 
some jewels supporting the King were worn during the Commonwealth period, 
many were produced after the Restoration of  1660. Charles II was vigilant to 
ensure that his father’s memory was preserved. He was 
celebrated as King Charles the Martyr and the day of  
his death was maintained as a national day of  ‘fasting 
and humiliation’. Jewels set with the King’s portrait 
were worn as a sign of  allegiance to the new regime 
and a repudiation of  Commonwealth sympathies. 

English, second half  of  the 17th century 

Measures 10.7cm (including pendant loop) x 3.3cm 

For a similar enamel set into a ring, see; 
The Royal Collection Trust, inventory no. RCIN 
422290 and another in a locket: RCIN 420897
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Detail from the reverse of  
the Charles I pendant.








A late Renaissance gold & enamel crucifix pendant 

The limp body of  Christ hangs from the crucifix, the bones of  Adam at his 
feet. Above his head is the plaque mocking the saviour, hung by Pilate with the 
initials ‘INRI’, an abbreviation of  the Latin ‘Iēsus Nazarēnus, Rēx Iūdaeōrum’, 
which translates into English as “'Jesus the Nazarene, King of  the Jews’. The 
goldsmith has taken tremendous care to imitate the grain, knots and stumps of  
the wood, a technique typically seen only on processional crosses dating two 
centuries earlier! A baroque pearl is suspended from both arms and the base of  
the cross. 

Spanish, late 16th century 

Measures 7.6 x 4cm 

A rare form, only one other remarkably similar example can be found sold by 
Sotheby’s, London, European Sculpture & Works of  Art, 4th December 2013, 
Lot 58
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An enamelled gold slide set with a coral cameo of Christ 

The centre of  the slide features a coral cameo carved with the head of  Christ, 
most likely a souvenir of  a pilgrim who had travelled to  Southern Italy. The 
coral head of  Christ is set upon a billowing white enamel veil of  Saint 
Veronica, the crucifix behind. The crucifix is slightly raised and on the most 
part undecorated, aside from the engraved edges creating a sense of  
perspective. The background decorated in rich, royal blue enamel. The reverse 
of  the slide is decorated with black floral swags encircling a rose on a turquoise 
enamel ground. Some chipping and wear to the enamel and the chin of  Christ 
but without restoration and all commensurate with its age. 

French, mid 17th century, the coral cameo of  Christ is Sicilian and dates to the 
first half  of  the 17th century 

Measures 4.3 x 3.3cm
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A sardonyx cameo with a profile of Hercules 

The cameo carved with the head of  Hercules, the bearded warrior and hero 
in profile, facing dexter. He wears the skin of  the Nemean lion over his head 
with its paws tied under his chin. The beard and lion skin are cut in the darker 
upper layer and the profile in the lighter layer of  the stone. 

Italian, late 18th century, mounted in a ring crafted in high carat gold 

Cameo measures 2.5 x 1.9cm, ring size S 1/2 UK / 9.25 US 

For a similar cameo, see;  
The Royal Collection Trust, inventory no. RCIN 65194 
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A micromosaic plaque symbolising the temple of love 

The fine mosaic depicts a tripod incense burner, aflame with the fires of  love 
and desire upon a ground of  lapis lazuli blue tesserae, framed by a single line of  
white and red tesserae. Beside the tripod are Cupid’s attributes in the form of  a 
bow and quiver; clearly the mosaicist has taken us to the Temple of  Love. The 
use of  tiny square or rectangular tesserae is characteristic of  the early stage of  
this art form.  

Rome, late 18th century 

An attribution could be made to Giacomo Raffaelli (c.1753 - 1836) 

Measures 6.7cm in diameter 

For a similar example, see;  
The Victoria and Albert Museum, Accession Number: 
LOAN:GILBERT.937:1-2008 

Comparative Literature; 
R Grieco Micromosaici Romani (Roman Micromosaic) Rome, 2008, p92 
J Hanisee Gabriel, Micromosaics the Gibert Collection, London, 2000, p174
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A chalcedony intaglio of the Muse Erato  
by Giovanni Pichler (c.1734 - 1791) 

Mounted in a late 19th century high carat gold brooch setting with pearls and 
old cushion cut diamonds. Erato was one of  the nine Mousai (Muses), she was 
the goddess of  music, song and dance. 

Italian, second half  of  the 18th century 

The setting measures 4.4 x 3.8cm 

Comparative Literature; 
For a remarkably similar example signed by Giovanni Pichler in the Museo Di 
Roma see: La Collezione Paoletti, Stampi in vetro per impronte di intagli e 
cammei, Vol 2; catalogue number 272; Inventory: MR 26906. 
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A wall painting of  the Muse Erato 
from the Temple of  Apollo, Pompeii, 

Southern Italy,  c.120 BC











A micromosaic plaque with a Goldfinch upon a branch 

The rectangular plaque set with extraordinarily fine tesserae of  a Goldfinch 
perched upon a branch. The small passerine can be found just moments before 
taking flight from a low lying branch protruding from a tree stump. The mosaic 
is on a ground of  pale blue sky, within a border of  minutely fine millefiori 
tesserae. The minute size and quality of  the image that the tesserae creates are 
a testament to the skill of  the artist. 
Mounted in high carat gold, a remnant from the snuff  box that it was originally 
set into.  

Rome, late 18th century 

An attribution could be made to Giacomo Raffaelli (c.1753 - 1836) 

Measures 8.5 x 5.2cm 

For a similar example, see; 
The Victoria and Albert Museum, Accession Number: LOAN:GILBERT.203:1 
to 3-2008 

Comparative Literature; 
R Grieco Micromosaici Romani (Roman Micromosaic) Rome, 2008, p77 
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An agate cameo carved with the bust of a Julio-Claudian 
Prince 

The young man carved to face the viewer, his hair cut short and wavy, his lips 
slightly parted as if  to speak. He wears a chiton and himation. 

Italian, late 18th century, mounted in an early 19th century ring mount in high 
carat gold 

Cameo measures 2.7 x 2cm, ring size U 1/2 UK / 10.25 US 

For a similar cameo, see; 
The Royal Collection Trust, inventory no. RCIN 65810
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